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Design Notes

UNIQUE “CHEAP AND DIRTY” CONVERTER
FOR LOW POWER BIAS SUPPLIES

Bill Andreycak

Regulated output voltage is obtained - regardless of input voltage

Most power supply designs use PWM controller ICs
and MOSFET switches which require 10 to 15 volt
bias supplies for proper operation. A common
application problem is to first generate an auxiliary
supply within this range. Although simple in many
applications, developing this supply with a variable
low voltage input can be challenging especially
when the input amplitude goes both below and
above the desired output voltage. The circuit shown
below is a unique, inexpensive solution to this
problem.

Basically, the topology is a two transistor flyback
(buck-boost) converter which provides a
noninverting output polarity. By varying the duty
cycle, the output voltage can be either higher or
lower than the input amplitude. This attribute makes
this approach ideally suited for many widerange
input or automotive applications. Likewise, this
technique is equally applicable to power factor
correction applications. Additionally, the inductor
can be operated in either the continuous or
discontinuous current modes.

BUCK-BOOST CONVERTER (2 XTOR)

Implementation of this technique will require a “high
side” switch connected to the input voltage (VIN) and
a low side switch to ground. Both of these are
activated together, placing the inductor across the
input supply while the switches are on. At turn off,
the inductor is placed across the output capacitor

DN-38

and the two diodes conduct until the current reaches
zero (discontinuous mode) or the next switching
cycle is initiated (continuous mode). Inductor voltage
and current waveforms are shown at maximum duty
cycle for clarity.

INDUCTOR VOLTAGE AND CURRENT

Figure 2.

At first, most PWM controllers may seem to be likely
candidates for implementation of this technique.
However, only one PWM features the ability to
simultaneously switch both outputs together. The
UC494A provides this operational mode by
grounding its output control (O/C) input. Also limiting
the IC selection is the fact that one IC output must
go high and the other low each cycle. This is
accomplished by connecting each of the UC494A’s
output collectors and emitters as required.

Switching at 200kHz in this application, the UC494A
is programmed by a 9.1 K timing resistor (RT) and
470 pF capacitor (CT). High frequency conversion
facilitates the use of a small (surface mount) inductor
and output storage capacitor. Output voltage is
regulated by using the ICs “A” amplifier as the
voltage error amplifier. The 15 volt output is divided
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Figure 3
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down to 5 volts across the 15 K ohm resistor at pin
1 and compared to the reference voltage at pin 14.
The 30K ohm resistor to Vout can be changed to
provide different output voltages if required.
Amplifier “B” is not used, but can be configured to
provide overcurrent or overvoltage protection if
desired. Schottky (1N5820) diodes are used in the

power stage to maximize efficiency. Standard silicon
diodes can be substituted in cost sensitive
applications with some performance degradation.
Efficiency for the 400 mW converter shown in figure
3 is approximately 50% for inputs between 7 and 16
volts and decreases slightly at higher and lower
inputs. Consult Unitrode Design Note DN-37 for
further information about 5 volt PWM operation.

BUCK BOOST CONVERTER USING THE UC 494A PWM CONTROLLER
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